COVID-19 control and preventive measures: a medico-legal analysis
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The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has compelled governments around the world to deploy preventive and control measures of unprecedented stringency and scale. In Hong Kong, the Chief Executive-in-Council has invoked extensive powers under Section 8 of the Prevention and Control of Disease Ordinance (Cap 599) and adopted a series of subsidiary regulations in an attempt to control the spread of COVID-19.

Such extensive power is subject to judicial scrutiny using a four-stage proportionality inquiry tailored for evaluating whether rights and freedoms-derogating laws and measures are consistent with the Basic Law and the Hong Kong Bill of Rights Ordinance (Cap 383). In the context of a public health emergency, it has to be shown that such laws and measures pursue legitimate aims that are required by the “exigencies of the public health situation”1 and are rationally connected to them. They should also be no more than reasonably necessary to achieve these aims without imposing an unacceptably harsh burden upon the individual.

Drawing upon the framework of the proportionality inquiry, we seek to explore the medical and constitutional justifications underlying three of such regulations: compulsory use of face masks, group gatherings ban, and compulsory testing for high-risk groups. Furthermore, we will comment on the potential mandatory use of the “LeaveHomeSafe” application in public facilities for contact tracing purposes, as well as compulsory vaccination for healthcare workers.

The use of face masks in public areas has been made compulsory under the Prevention and Control of Disease (Wearing of Mask) Regulation (Cap 599I). Use of face masks in conjunction with other social distancing measures reduces the risk of transmission of coronaviruses.2 This measure may be more useful in the current pandemic as pre-symptomatic and asymptomatic transmissions are common.3 Moreover, several local clusters have been associated with mask-off activities.4 In contrast with public backlash over wearing masks in other regions, Hong Kong has registered a significantly high level of self-compliance reaching up to 97%,5 which is attributed to lessons learnt from 2003 severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) outbreak.6 Critics of compulsory mask wearing consider it an encroachment on personal liberty. Nonetheless, flaws in this argument are apparent, as such encroachment is minimal and subject to regular review. Indeed, the High Court has held that Cap 599I “strikes a reasonable balance between (1) the societal benefits of the encroachment, and (2) the restriction of the [individual’s] liberty”.7

The Prevention and Control of Disease (Prohibition on Group Gathering) Regulation (Cap 599G) imposes restriction on the permissible number of persons in public gatherings. In optimal settings, social distancing measures are associated with reduced risk of SARS-associated coronavirus 2 transmission.2 Nevertheless, restrictions on group gatherings are perceived to be antithetical to the freedoms of assembly and demonstration guaranteed by Article 27 of the Basic Law. Considering the high population density of Hong Kong, a rather broad list of exemptions available under Cap 599G, and regular reviews which resulted in relaxations previously, this regulation is arguably proportionate. However, discretion by authorised officers to disperse strictly unlawful group gatherings under section 10 of Cap 599G must be exercised reasonably and in good faith.

Compulsory testing of population at risk mandated by the Prevention and Control of Disease (Compulsory Testing for Certain Persons) Regulation (Cap 599J) has been a major measure used for tracing clusters of COVID-19 cases. High-risk groups are identified and ordered to undergo testing, and this has been effective in limiting transmissions.8 However, this method is prone to recall bias (in which confirmed patients are unable to completely recall their close contacts) and may cause collateral effects (for example, the compulsory testing and quarantining of all residents in the whole building). Moreover, similar to criticisms made against Cap 599I and Cap 599G, although such interference is small given only highly specific groups are affected, the widespread deployment of Cap 599J powers may unduly interfere with personal freedoms and liberties.9,10

Insights derived above assist us in evaluating the potential mandatory use of the “LeaveHomeSafe”
application in public facilities and compulsory vaccination of healthcare workers.

QR-code-based contact tracing is a key measure used by many countries, including mainland China and Singapore, which harnesses applications for tracking the location history of confirmed patients. In November 2020, the Hong Kong SAR Government launched the “LeaveHomeSafe” application which allows users to scan a QR code at designated locations on a voluntary basis in an attempt to record their location history. There are calls to make the use of this application compulsory. However, a survey shows that 48% of the respondents are against this. Distrust towards the government aside, concerns have been raised towards the potential breach of the right to privacy protected under the laws of Hong Kong.

Current reports on various types of SARS coronavirus 2 vaccines have shown heterogeneous immunogenicity and safety profiles. Yet, the keenness of Hong Kong and other regions and countries to secure vaccines for extensive vaccination programmes remains untrammeled. Among the general population, healthcare workers constitute a specific high-risk group due to their frequent exposure to patients and thereby an increased probability of being infected. This justifies their priority in being vaccinated. Nevertheless, distrust towards the government, coupled with heterogeneous results from clinical trials, may lower confidence amongst healthcare workers in getting vaccinated. This, however, does not justify making vaccination compulsory because this is likely to constitute a disproportionate interference with the right to privacy protected under the laws of Hong Kong.

In summary, this commentary seeks to evaluate existing and potential COVID-19 control and preventive measures against medical and constitutional logics. Healthcare workers and the general population should be aware of the rationale behind these regulations and measures. Nevertheless, bearing in mind the importance of the rule of law, it remains crucial to strictly scrutinise further measures lest they impact upon individual rights and freedoms disproportionately.
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